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VOLUME X -

December 15, 1924

December 18, Thursday 

Board elected Mr. Roof as Class C director of Federal Reserve

Bank of Kansas City. He had served as such until the campaign began

when he resigned to become chairman of the State Committee. The Committee

Miller and Cunningham reported that the board should decide but they felt

to reappoint him would violate the spirit of our political circular. Sena-

tor Phipps wanted him reappointed and all agreed he had been a very valu-

able director. C.S.H. went in and asked Secretary Mellon to come to

meeting; Mellon said he agreed with C.S.H. that there was no reason why

he should not be reappointed and came to the meeting. Miller talked at

great length and said Board should have filled the vacancy before the

election, but it transpired that this was Miller's fault as his Committee

did not report the matter to the Board until after election. Miller now

warts to make Roof pay for his own mistake.

C.S.H. moved that the political circular was not technically

or in spirit violated by his appointment. Carried, all but Miller and

Cunningham voting for it: then Cunningham moved his appointment which

was carried, Miller alone voting NO.

Miller and Secretary Mellon had an extended debate but Mellon

backed up C.S.H.

December 19, Friday 

Meeting of Open Market Committee. It filed a very interesting

report of operations covering period over December 15, shawing that on a
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whole, they had taken some money out of the market. Governor Strong said

they would put up the acceptance rate to 3Z Monay and would then wait events.

Miller insisted they should put it up above the discount rate of

3%. Governor Strong said this would be ridiculous.

Miller said rates should be put so as to drive acceptances out

of the Federal Reserve banks, as if acceptances were contraband or immoral.

Stewart said we ought to sell some Government securities and Governor Strong

said very likely they would do this.

C.S.H. moved approval of the report which was voted, I thinV,

unanimously.

December 23, Tuesday 

Board met to approve salaries recommended by Federal Reserve banks.

The Committee on Economy and Expenditures made reports on every bank. While

it made specific recommendations for and against certain salaries of offi-

cers, for the most part it left the matter to the Board without recommenda-

tion. As a result we wrangled all day disputing over salaries of men of

whom we knew nothing and of whose work we knew less.

C.S.H. ;Announced that where specific recommendations were made

by the Committee it was his desire to support the Committee, but where no

committee recommendations were made, he should support the recommendations

of the Otnctors. Miller and ;;unningham voted, especially Cunningham,

against almost all increases. Mr. Tames, for the Committee, announced

that the Richmond bank was overmanned and salaries excessive. He, there-

fore, moved that approval be withheld by the Board pending a conference

between the committee and the directors.
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Platt said to Board in James' presence that James hoped his

motion would be defeated, which James did not deny.

The motion was passed, I think unanimously. C.S.U. voting for

it, as he felt that such a finding by the Committee must be sustained by

the Board. C.S.H. feels, however, that the Committee should have taken

this up with the directors months ago. The same issue came up last year,

and the Committee knew in advance of the situation.

A similar statement was made by James as to Philadelphia and

one other bank, and a similar vote was taken.

If this question is not settled before January 15 no salaries

can be paid.

The question also arose as to the salary of Governor Biggs, of

St. Louis, - g25,000. Dr. Miller said he was incompetent and that he

gave very little attention to the affairs of the Bank, and he would

second a motion to remove him. Mr. James' later told C.S.H. that Biggs'

statement that the Jews of St. Louis were collecting bad debts by using

the noncash collection facilities of the Bank was sufficient reasons for

dismissing him for this attack on the Jews.

Miller moved that Board send a letter stating that it was of

opinion that his salary should be reduced to $20,000.

C.S.H. moved to substitute that the St. Louis Committee confer

with the Board as to the desirability of fixing $20,000, and this was

voted. The action of the Boston directors in advising an increase of

81,000 in Deputy Governor Paddock's salary (one Deputy Governor having

been abolished after death of Bullens) and increasing Willetts salary

by A2,000 were disapproved although recommended by Boston Cbmmittee.

On the whole, the Board acted in a very strange, radical

spirit, and I fear much trouble will follow.
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January 3, Saturday 

Board has long discussion as to keeping McLellan an Assistant

Federal Reserve Agent at Chicago. Governor Crissinger and James, as

also Cunningham, said they had talked with officers and directors of

the Federal Reserve bank and that it was the universal feeling that

there was nothing for McLallan to do in that position and that he ought

to he dropped. Cunningham said that Federal Reserve Agent Heath and

Governor McDougal both told him last summer that Mr. McLallan should be

dropped but that they hesitated to take any move in the matter as it

was a Federal Reserve Board and not a bank appointment. Cunningham showed

me a letter to Heath from him in which he quoted what Heath said to him,

although Heath now, officially asks that Mr. McLallan be retained for

the present. Mr. James said McLallan was a protege of Ex Vice President

Marshall, and now also of Ex Comptroller Dawes, but that the matter was

really scandalous and the responsibility was upon the Board.

C.S.H. suggested that the matter go over until the Chicago

Committee came down to talk over the disapproved salaries and that then

be asked to state directly whether.they needed McLallan.

Cunningham said the officers and directors had already con-

fidentially told him as the Chicago Committee that McLallan was not

needed.

Finally Cunningham moved that McLallan be dropped from the

office. C.S.H. suggested that the office be abolished but all opposed

this. Finally on vote McLallan was dropped.

C.S.H. said he voted Aye on the express findings and statements

of Cunningham of the Chicago Committee.
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Miller was absent but he has frequently said McLallen should

long ago have been dropped.

January 7, Wednesday 

We dined at Secretary Mellon to meet the jusserands;

Under Secretary Winston spoke of Governor Norman's trip to i;ew York

to consult Governor Strong and New York bankers as to help to par

British exchange. He said he was not coming to Washington. He also

said it was vital to keep low rates in this country to help Great

Britain. He evidently feels that the Federal Reserve Board is not

fit to be consulted on such matters as this and I fear he is right.

The Board knows nothing officially as to Governor Norman's

visit, and was never consulted. I suspect that the Administration

has, or will, make some arrangement with Norman, through Governor

Strong as to this. Everything, however, as to rates will ultimately

have to be approved by the Board.

January 8, Thursday 

Governor Crissinger came into C.S.15.'s office and said he had

seen Governor Norman Monday in New Iork; that he wanted the cooperation

of the , anks of the country and the Federal Reserve banks in helping

Great Britain per her pound sterling and repeal the prohibition on gold

exports; that if not done now it might be a long time before it could be

done; that a loan of 500 millions would have to be placed in the United

States; that the Federal Reserve banks would have to credits of say 250

millions either by buying Sterling bills of Exchange, loaning or selling

gold, or otherwise—all to be secured; that he wanted the approval of

the Federal Reserve Board to the Federal Reserve banks extending these
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credits; that Holland and the Scandinaven countries were prepared and

willing to go back to the gold basis; that Spain was in a bad way

and that Turkey and Russia were hopeless; that he hoped the Federal

Reserve banks and Board would keep rates stable; that he raised no

objection to our raising our rates, but merely wanted to be kept in

close touch with our movements; that it was essential for our rates to

be below theirs to protect their gold parity; that Great Britain would

be willing to go up to 7';', if necessary. He djii not ask any agreement

or contract but merely a voluntary assurance that we believed it desir-

able for sterling to rise to par and to remain there, and that he

wanted us to help Great Britain by future credits if the necessity

arose.

C.S.F. told Governor Crissinger that he believed from the sel-

fish point of view of the United States and its people the pound sterling

should go to per and that without making any pledge or promise, he would

gladly approach the problems in a sympathetic way and cooperate in every

lawful way.

Governor Crissinger said that Secretary Mellon was very strongly

in favor of doing this and also Dr. Miller with whom he had talked.

Governor Crissinger said there was some doubt whether Secretary

Mellon would consult the State Department, but C.S.H. pointed out that

this was a political as well as a banking matter and that the State

Department should be fully informed and its approval secured.

C.S.H. talked with Stewart of the Statistical Division and he

said it was of vital importance to the people of the United States from

purely selfish reasons that this should be done.
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Governor McDougal calls on C.S.H. and says that the Committee

on Expenditures will recommend keeping McClallan until ial,xt July.

C.S.H. told him what Cunningham said to the Board about his

statement as to McLallan and after some equivocation he said that

McLallan was a charming man but of no constructive ability, of inert

mentality and that there was really no place for him in the Federal

Reserve bank; that he thought he ought to be given six months' notice--

which the Committee had just told him it would recommend that he was

absolutely satisfied with same and agreed fully that McLallan should

be dropped in June.

The Board voted unanimously to do this at this morning's

meeting.

January 10,_ Saturday 

Governor Strong and Governor Harding came before the t3oard

to talk over Governor Norman's informal talk in New York.

Governor said Governor Norman came over b have an informal

talk with Governor Strong as to the desire of Great Britain to resume

gold payments and put Great Britain on the gold basis; that Governor

Norman would have liked to come to Washington and to have talked with

the Board and see Mellon, but that course would have given an offi-

cial tinge to his visit; that Great Britain felt that if the present

opportunity to resume gold payments was not availed of, it might be a

long time before a chance would come again; that he wanted to know

something about the policy of the Federal Reserve System as to the

future before he advised Great Britain to commit herself to the new

step;' that he asked for and expected no contract or agreement bat
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merely an interchange of opinion; that if Great Britain should adopt

free gold payments and any sudden change of policy should take place

in the Federal Reserve banks and Federal Reserve Board, it would be

very injurious to Great Britain; that all he hoped was an expression

of opinion that the Federal Reserve Board favored neither a deliberate

policy of inflation or deflation for the future; that it favored rather

a general stability as to credit policy with a view to avoiding sudden

fluctuations either up or down of discount rates; that he hoped if

speculative commercial conditions should manifest themselves the Board

would take the matter in hand and act decisively so as to avoid large

and sudden increases in the future necessitated by permitting such con-

ditions to increase for some time prior to correction; that under such

conditions he would prefer to have the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

go up from '1 to 46,", instead of 3-1/2%; that Great Britain must keep its

rates higher than the United States to maintain the gold standard if

established; that Great Britain would need to place 500 millions of its

bonds in the United States to have funds for exchange purposes;_ that it

would be necessary for the Federal Reserve banks to give the Bank of

England gold credits for, say, 200 millions of dollars, and possibly

more later.

Governor Strong said it might possibly be necessary to give

small credits to Switzerland and Holland.

Governor Strong said, in reply to a question from C.S.E.

that from the purely selfish interest of the United States the return

to the gold standard by Great BA:tain and the continent would be of the

greatest advantage, preventing exchange fluctuations in the future and

encouraging our export trade.
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Cunningham asked if this meant pegging of prices of commodities up or

dI.1wn.

C.S.H. said No--it meant merely stability of credits--without

direct reference to prices.

Governor Strong said all he asked was that he could make a

moral commitment lliat he would furnish the Bank of England with 200

millions gold credits if she needed it for this purpose,--all to be

secured by British Government obligations or prime trade bills.

All were in favor of making this moral committment, and so

expressed themselves to Governor Strong.

Governor Crissinger and Platt met Governor Norman at the

open market committee meeting yesterday in New York and Governor Crissinger

told C.S.H. he also saw him in New York last Monday.

It was decided to allow the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

to enter into this moral committment alone, the other Federal Reserve

banks, of course, being allowed to participate.

Vve all agreed the Board had power to give this credit under

section 14 of the Act through 1. Buying, selling or loaning gold;

2. Appointing correspondents and opening accounts with them. 3. Pur-

chasing and selling Bills of Exchange.

Secretary Mellon was present at the meeting and strongly favored

the plan.

January 16, Friday 

Board approves report of Open Market Committee Reportmid

committee stands ready to sell further securities if necessary.

Miller offers ponderous resolution that conditions demand

further sale of Government securities. Steward says production has
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increased nearly 10% in a month.

Miller says we should sell to prevent speculative business

conditions.

C.S.H. asks Stewart if this increase in production is bad--

he says No.

C.S.H. said merely approving report is enough without laying

down a universal law favoring deflation.

Miller's motion defeated by tie vote, C.S.H. voted Eo.

Platt's motion generally approving Committee report passed.

Miller seems to think an improvement in production is suspicious.

January 27, Tuesday 

Last week Senator Glass wrote Governor Crissinger asking

that the Board send him its opinion about the McFadden bill--other than

the State bank features. The Board voted that counsel prepare a memorandum

expressing his views, especially as to proposed amendments to Section 5200;

it was understood and I think voted that no action of any kind be taken

on it until presented to Board and passed on and voted by it.

Dr. Willis called last week and made some criticisms on the

Bill and I asked him to state them to Mr. Vest, as Wyatt was at home

working on about memorandum.

Wyatt finished the memorandum and a copy was given to me which

I found one afternoon on my desk at 4:30 on my return from the Cosmos Club

where I had been interviewing Mr. Coolidge at that moment Cunningham came

in very excited and said he had just learned that Governor Crissinger

had sent the memorandum of Wyatt to Senator Glass. I said I could not

believe it, as the Board had agreed or voted that nothing should be done
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until the Board considered it. He said he knew Governor Crissinger had

sent it just before leaving town for Marion.

I was amazed at this; the best explanation I could get, I thinV,

from Eddy was that Senator Glass had told Governor Crissinger he must

hsve it the next morning and that Governor Crissinger sent it to him with

a letter saying Board had not passed on it; that he had tried to get a

meeting of the Board but only a minority were there.

Today, the matter was discussed. Tames and Cunningham were very

indignant and said Secretary Mellon had asked to be present when the

Board considered Wyatt's memorandum.

Cunningham said Governor Crissinger could have consulted him

and C.S.H. as they were there the afternoon the memorandum was sent by

Governor Crissinger. C.S.H. explained that he knew nothing about it

until told by Cunningham; that Governor Crissinger had never mentioned

it to him before sending it nor since as he had been away since then.

C.S.H. further said Wyatt at the end of his memofandum had

suggested striking out of Section 13 all relating to acceptance power

of member banks and inserting a clause giving them the right to accept

drafts drawn by customers for not over 90 days,--thus giving them power

to accept finance drafts both in the export and import trade, and also

as to domestic acceptances; that the next day he asked Wyatt how he

came to put this into his memorandum, as it had nothing to do with the

McFadden bill; that Wyatt said he had been talking with Kengle of New

York and that he strongly advocated it; that C.S.H. told him he could

not agree to this, but Aid little more as the memorandum had already
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been sent to Glass; that C.S.H. then wrote Glass stating he could not

agree to such a power, but nothing else as to McFadden Bill.

The Board today told Platt to tell Glass that the failure to

write him as to Wyatt's memorandum must not be construed as approval by

the Board as to any part of the memorandum. After the meeting, Eddy

came in and said Glass had telephoned him to ask Wyatt to meet him tonight

to talk over his memorandum. Eddy said he did not want to take the re-

sponsibility and C.S.E. said he certainly would not. Eddy finally said

he would tell Wyatt but advise him to consult members of the Board before

complying. C.S.E. said he did not wish to advise Wyatt, and suggested

that he tell him to consult Tames, which he said he would do.

Dr. Willis told C.S.H. there were many "jokers" in the Bill

and C.S.H told him to point them out to Vest. Among these were the

power to invest in bonds and other securities and the increase in amounts

which could be loaned on stock securities above the le) limit.

Tames told C.S.H. today, that some time ego when he asked Presi-

d ,nt Crissinger to speak in the South in connection with the Peabody

Institute, he met Hoover, who said he and President Crissinger was mcuh

disturbed about the relation of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

and the Board in relation to open market operations; that he thought

they thought the Board was dominated by New York.

This is evidently Miller's work. Some days ago Miller referred

to vote of Board approving the last report of the Open Market Committee.

This motion was introduced by C.S.H. at suggestion of Under Secretary

Winston who was present and praised the ,,ction of the Committee. There
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was absolutely no dissent, but Miller, the other day, said he did not vote

for it and C.S.H. said he would not object to striking out the word "unani-

mous" if Dr. Miller said he did not vote for it. His opposition, however,

must have been mental as he certainly did not vote No.

James also said Governor Crissinger was trying to get some place

for his Secretary--Carter, and James thought he intended to resign. He said

he thought Miller had no use for Governor Crissinger, nor did the Administra-

tion.

I believe it would be better for the System if Governor Crissinger

would resign. He takes no interest in Board matters and seems always to

have something else on his mind.

C.S.H. believes the Administration, determined to pass the McFadden

Bill, and jam it through, feels that the Board is thwarting its purpose.

This is not true. The McFadden bill is so loosely drawn, no one knows

just what it means, and C.S.H. feels many of the criticisms of Wyatt are

well founded.

January 26, Monday 

Hearing Committee of St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank.

Committee praised Governor Biggs highly; said he gave all of

his time devotedly to the Bank; this was in reply to C.S.H. who remembered

that Miller told the Board when it suggested cutting down his salary to

$20,000, that Biggs gave very little time to the Bank and took little

interest in it.

Later Miller said Biggs had little to say at Governors conference

and have him no help. The Committee replied that he made an admirable
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governor and was well diserving of a higher rather than a lower salary

and gave instances to prove it, to C.S.H.ts satisfaction.

Miller said about ten of the governors were merely head clerks

who could resign without injury to the Systemi Apparently he thinks only

political economists are fit to be governor.

January 28

Board after long discussion voted to send a letter to Glass

that as his letter of January 21 and his talk with Wyatt last night showed

that he only wanted a statement shawing proposed changes in Section 5200

by McFadden Bill, the Board would express no opinion on Wyattts present

memorandum unless and until formally called for. The letter said Governor

Crissinger was mistaken in thinking Glass asked for opinion of Board.

When Glass called on C.S.H. he said he did want the opinion

of the Board on all except the State bank features, and C.S.H. so told

the Board, thus backing up Governor Crissingerts statement. Glass, letter

to the Board dated January 21 (Evidentally written after interview with

C.S.H. ) shows he had changed his opinion.

February 5, Thursday 

The other day James suggested that open market matters should

be considered by the Board as a committee of the whole, instead of by a

special committee. Governor Crissinger has dropped Cunningham from

open mfarket committee and put Comptroller McIntosh in his place.

This morning C.S.H. offered a motion that By-laws be amended

so that the Open Market Committee should be the whole Board, as committee
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of the whole. Miller did not seem to like this and I asked him how often

the present committee net. He said they did not meet regularly; James

said Cunningham told him they never met.

In view of Miller's and Hooverts feeling ns told me by James,

about New York dominating the Board in these transactions, I believe my

motion is wise as we could discuss these matters every Thursday after

Pr. Stewart has given us his weekly talk on open market transactions.

Agreed to let this go over for awhile.

Tuesday, February 17 

Breckendridge and James of Federal Advisory Council called and

said that Governor Biggs was a good governor of the St. Louis Bank, a man

of ability who filled the position well; that he had never heard a word

of criticsm of him from any banker or from anyone else; that if there had

been any such criticism he would surely have heard of it.

Yesterday the bill of the public printer came in for the Index

Digest of the Federal Reserve Act and the amount was $1,000 more than the

estimate—the reason given being an increase in wages. This turns a

surplus of about 700 into a deficit of same amount. We still have 1,000

copies and Moore says enough will be sold surely to wipe out this deficit

and if all are sold we will make about 700 profit.

February 18, Wednesday 

Moore said the head of the Division had talked matter over with

the Public Printer who said Congress had increased the wages in question.

FeUruary 20, Friday 

Governor Crissinger said the Federal Reserve Bank of York

directors had considered the recommendation of the Ieddral Advisory Council
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for increase of discount rate to 3-1/2%; that the business directors

all opposed as business was quite dull and depressed and it would have

a bad effect; that the banker director;, especially McGarrah, rather

favored an increase as a means of checking the placing of practically

worthless securities which were being offered in very large amounts on

the market.

He also said in confidence the directors were very indignant

at remarks of certain members of the Board which had been repeated to

then?, referring, Governor Crissinger said, to Tames, Cunningham and

Miller.

Governor Crissinger said Secretary Mellon at first thought

rates should not be changed before the March 15 financing, but finally

thought if a change was to be made it should be done now, as if made

after an issue of securities it would cause hard feelings. Some of

the directors said the market had already discounted the effect of

higher rates which they regarded as inevitable.

February 25, Wednesday 

Meeting Open Market Committee. Governor Strong very angry

with Cunningham and James. Said Cunningham's real reason for attack-

ing repurchase agreements was that farmers could not get benefit of

bankers acceptances at low rates. Also had controversy with James.

February 26, 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York advised us of increase in

discount rate from 1 to 3-1/2%. Unanimous vote of directors. Cunningham

moved to approve. Approval voted unanimously.
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We felt it did not necessarily mean increases at other Federal

Reserve banks.

March 5, Thursday 

Board, on James' motion, voted tentatively to ratify previous

decisions holding that repurchase agreements were legal. I drew the

resolution (See Scrap Book). The vote was unanimous:--Governor Crissinger,

C.S.H., Platt, James, Cunningham and Comptroller of Currency.

March 18 "ednesday 

Wrote Ex Vice President Marshall a letter in reply to his of

March 9, complaining of the dropping of Assistant Federal Reserve Agent

McClallen of the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank as "dirty politics". I

denied this and gave him the reasons of the Bank and the Board as to

Mr. MeClallents dismissal.

Before sending it, I circulated his letter and mine in reply

and it was initialled by every member, excepting only the Secretary of

the Treasury and Comptroller.

March 27 

Board voted to interpose no objection to erection of Annex

by Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.

James voted NO. Really because of hatred of Governor Norris

as a year ago he voted to approve the plans.

Cunningham voted No from general timerity.

April 20, Monday 

The St. Louis directors, committee again asks Board to recon-

sider its refusal to approve a salary over t20,000 for Governor Biggs.
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C.S.H. and Platt said Board was wrong in its original decision and C.S.H.

quoted Breckindridge Jones of the Federal Advisory Council who said Governor

Biggs was a first-class man and that he had never heard any complaint what-

soever ps to his fitness.
,

Tames said that,swe reconsidered this we should have to reconsider all

other salaries passed on at beginning of year. C.S.H. said if we were in

error we ought to reverse ourselves but pointed out that this was the only

case where we had, in effect, reduced a salary.

C.S.H. Moved to reconsider action of Board. Aye - Governor Crissinger,

Platt and C.S.E. NOv Miller, James, Cunningham, M.cIntosh (Comptroller) motion

lost.

May 18 (Contld)

Went to Board meeting 3 P.M., called to ratify action of Board in

January—not then spread on records, in approving the agreement of Federal

fik
Reserve Bank of New York to sell 200 millions If gold to Bank of England.

Governor Strong and Harrison were also there. After some discussion the

Board unanimously ratified it, except that Dr. Miller insisted on being

recorded as not voting and said he would file a memorandum. Secretary

Mellon also was present.
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